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Abstract
The First Fundamental Theorem of Invariant Theory describes a minimal gener-
ating set of the invariant polynomial ring under the action of some group G. In this
note we give an elementary and direct proof for the GL2(K) and SL2(K) for any
infinite field K. Our proof can be generalized to GLm(K) and SLm(K) for m > 2.
Moreover, we present a family of counter-examples to the statements of the First
Fundamental Theorems for all finite fields and m = 2.
Consider the polynomial ring of pairs of variables K[x,y] := K[x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn] over
an infinite field K and its quotient field K(x,y). The general linear group GL2(K)
acts on K[x,y], and thus also on K(x,y), from the right by the usual matrix-vector
multiplication on the pairs of variables (xi, yi). We denote the corresponding invariant
field by K(x,y)GL2 . Clearly, no polynomial can be invariant under the action of GL2(K),
i.e., K[x,y]GL2 = ∅. However, it is easy to construct polynomials that are invariant under
the action of SL2(K). Let us denote the corresponding invariant ring by K[x,y]
SL2 . We
set
fi,j := xiyj − yixj ∈ K[x,y], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
and denote by K[fij] the polynomial ring generated over K by all fi,j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and
by K(fij) its quotient field. Notice that these polynomials satisfy the straightforward
equalities
fi,i = 0, fj,i = −fi,j, (1)
and also the Plücker relation
fi,jfk,l = fi,kfj,l − fi,lfj,k, (2)
for all 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n. Moreover, it is obvious that each fi,j is semi-invariant under the
action of GL2(K), i.e.,
G · fi,j = det(G)fi,j ,
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for any G ∈ GL2(K), and hence invariant under the action of SL2(K), justifying the
inclusion K[x,y]SL2 ⊇ K[fij].
The goal of this note is to give a new, elementary and self-contained proof of the First
Fundamental Theorems for SL2(K) and GL2(K):
First Fundamental Theorem for GL2(K). An element q ∈ K(x,y) is invariant
under the action of GL2(K) if and only if q can be written as a rational function in
fi,j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i.e.,
K(x,y)GL2 = K(fij).
Moreover, an invariant q admits the following representation in the generators fi,j’s:
q(xi, yi) = q
(
f1,i
f1,2
,
f2,i
f1,2
)
.
First Fundamental Theorem for SL2(K). An element p ∈ K[x,y] is invariant under
the action of SL2(K) if and only if p can be written as a polynomial in fi,j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
i.e.,
K[x,y]SL2 = K[fij].
Historical information: The history of the First Fundamental Theorem (shortly FFT)
is long and complex. Depending on the source, it is first attributed to Clebsch [Cle70],
Weyl [Wey39], Hodge [Hod43] or Igusa [Igu54]. We shall explain the contribution of these
authors as well as provide insight into more recent approaches.
Indeed, Richman [Ric89, p.44] recognized the oldest reference [Cle70, p.51] from 1870,
in which Clebsch considered GL2(K) semi-invariant polynomials by working with the so-
called Aronhold operator. Note that this proof works for all fields K of characteristic 0.
Some 30 years later, Grace and Young found an easier proof of Clebsch’s theorem using
the Cayley Ω-operator and compared it with the original one [GY04, §28, §35]. The
first reference for the GLn(K) semi-invariant polynomials for any n ∈ N is [Tur29, §5]
in which Turnbull generalized the preceding ideas of the Ω-operator. Then Weyl made a
first breakthrough in this area by employing Capelli identities in [Wey39, Thm. 2.6.A].
Soon after in 1953, Igusa [Igu54, Thm. 4] proved the FFT for SLn(K), where K is
any universal domain, by placing it in a completely different, geometric, setting. Embed-
ding the invariant ring into the coordinate ring of a Grassmann variety and using tools
from abstract algebraic geometry, he was the first one who showed the theorem for any
algebraically closed field K.
The next major change in perspective was done by Doubilet, Rota and Stein in
[DRS74, p. 200-202] where the authors first introduced the combinatorial straightening
lemma (see below) and double tableaux, and then proved the FFT for GLn(K) and
SLn(K) in a different but equivalent setting for arbitrary infinite fields. It shall be
noted that the straightening lemma (while not named like this) was already proven by
Hodge [Hod43, p. 27], who attributed ideas to Young [You28, Thm. 1]. Two years later,
De Concini and Procesi noted that the paper [DRS74] had a gap and fixed it [DP76,
Thm. 1.2]. A decade later, Barnabei and Brini [BB86] published an article with a more
elementary proof, again for infinite fields, where they managed to avoid double tableaux.
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An even more recent and new proof for all infinite fields was found by Richman [Ric89,
§3], in which the author described a reduction to the case n = 2. Then Richman showed
that polynomial invariants under the action of SL2(K) are equal to the ones under the
action of the special upper triangular matrices. It turned out that the latter can be
described easier.
Moreover, we mention the paper [SW89] in which Sturmfels and White presented
the straightening algorithm using reduction modulo Gröbner bases. In his book [Stu08,
§3.2], Sturmfels explained how this algorithm can be used to show the FFT for SLn(C).
Moreover, it turns out that the direct straightening algorithm approach is rather slow for
practical computations and so in the same book the author gave another more efficient
algorithm for the representation of SLn(K) invariants in terms of the generators of the
invariant ring.
Finally, a more recent proof is due to Kraft and Procesi [KP96, §8], in which they de-
duce the FFT for SLn(K) and GLn(K) for infinite fields from a generalization of Weyl’s
Theorems. We also refer to [Dol03] for extended bibliographic notes and a well-written
proof using Cayley’s Ω-operator.
Let us start with the proof of the First Fundamental Theorem for GL2(K):
Proof of the First Fundamental Theorem for GL2(K). Let q ∈ K(x,y) be invariant un-
der the action of GL2(K). Then for any matrix
G =
1
ad− bc
(
a b
c d
)
satisfying ad− bc 6= 0 we have the equality
q(xi, yi) = G · q(xi, yi) = q
(
axi + byi
ad− bc
,
cxi + dyi
ad− bc
)
. (3)
Now, the equality (3) holds on an Zariski open subset of K2n+4, namely on all tuples
(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn, a, b, c, d) for which ad − bc 6= 0 and the denominator of q does not
vanish. Moreover, |K| = ∞, and it follows by Weyl’s principle that we can consider
a, b, c, d to be variables. Let us now substitute a = −y1, b = x1, c = −y2, d = x2 into (3)
and obtain:
q(xi, yi) = q
(
f1,i
f1,2
,
f2,i
f1,2
)
.
This proves that K(x,y)GL2 ⊆ K(fij). The other inclusion is clear from our considera-
tions before.
Idea of proof for the First Fundamental Theorem for SL2(K): We will reprove
and use Hodge’s straightening lemma [Hod43] and draw inspiration from De Concini and
Procesi [DP76]. Given an invariant polynomial p ∈ K[x,y]SL2 , one may assume that p
is homogeneous in the variables x1, . . . , xn, let us say of degree m. We then let a suit-
ably chosen GL2(K)-matrix act on p in order to show that f
m
1,2 · p ∈ K[fij]. However,
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from this one cannot immediately conclude that p ∈ K[fij]. The problem here is the
fact that relations between the elements of this ring exist. Hence, p does not admit a
unique representation as a polynomial in the generators fi,j. Therefore, we investigate
first the ring K[fij], study its structure, when considered as a K-algebra, and construct
a K-basis. Only then we can eliminate possible relations and deduce that p ∈ K[fij].
Let us now start with the investigation of the ring K[fij]. Any product of the form
fi1,j1fi2,j2 · · · fim,jm can be associated with the following diagram
i1 i2 · · · im
j1 j2 · · · jm
where ik < jk for all k (using relations (1)). If we can permute the columns of the diagram
in such a way that i1 ≤ i2 ≤ · · · ≤ im and j1 ≤ j2 ≤ · · · ≤ jm, the diagram becomes
a standard Young tableau and the corresponding product fi1,j1fi2,j2 · · · fim,jm is called a
standard product. Notice, that each product fi1,j1fi2,j2 · · · fim,jm can be transformed into
a sum of standard product just by applying iteratively the Plücker relation.
Remark 1. If a product fi1,j1fi2,j2 · · · fim,jm is divisible by some fi,j, then after applying
the Plücker relation (2) to it we get two summands which are both divisible by fi,r for
some r ∈ {1, . . . , n} and fj,s for some s ∈ {1, . . . , n}. This is due to the fact that on both
sides of the Plücker relation (2) the set of variables appearing in each summand is the
same.
Lemma 2 (Straightening lemma). The monic standard products form a K-basis of
K[fij].
This lemma was first proven by Hodge [Hod43], who attributes the idea to consider
standard tableaux to Young [You28]. However, Hodge’s proof is lengthy and so we will
provide a simpler argument.
Proof. It follows from the Plücker relations that the monic standard products form a
generating system. Consider now the monomial ordering on N2n given by x1 ≺ y1 ≺
x2 ≺ · · · ≺ yn. In this way, different standard products have different leading monomials
which proves their linear independence.
Hence, any p ∈ K[fij] can by uniquely written as p =
∑
α∈I cαFα, for some index set
I ⊆ ({1, . . . , n}×{1, . . . , n})N where N ∈ N, cα ∈ K and the Fα’s are standard products.
Lemma 3. Let p =
∑
α∈I cαFα be a K-linear combination of standard products Fα. If
for some i, the polynomial p vanishes after the substitution (xi, yi) = (0, 0), i.e.,
p|(xi,yi)=(0,0) = 0,
then each summand Fα is divisible by fi,rα for some rα ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Proof. Let us assume by contradiction that there are standard products Fα1 , . . . , Fαk , αj ∈
I which are not divisible by any fi,r, r ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Notice that these standard products
satisfy Fαj = Fαj |(xi,yi)=(0,0) for each j. Then evaluating p at (xi, yi) = (0, 0) gives
0 =
k∑
i=1
cαiFαi ,
which contradicts the linear independence of standard products.
Lemma 4. Let q ∈ K[x,y] be a polynomial satisfying
f1,2 · q ∈ K[fij].
Then q already belongs to the ring K[fij].
Proof. Write p = f1,2 · q uniquely as a linear combination of the standard products
p =
∑
α∈I
cαFα.
We prove that each Fα is divisible by f1,2.
Notice that p|(x1,y1)=(0,0) = 0 and also p|(x2,y2)=(0,0) = 0. Thus, Lemma 3 applies and
guarantees that each Fα is divisible by some f1,r and some f2,s. We claim that one can
pick r = 2. Assume by contradiction that Fα1 , . . . , Fαk are not divisible by f1,2 and write
p = f1,2 · P +
k∑
l=1
cαlFαl (4)
for some P ∈ K[fi,j], a sum of standard products of smaller degree than the degree of p,
and some coefficients cαl ∈ K. The goal now is to carry out a suitable substitution such
that, whereas the left-hand side of the equation (4) stays divisible by f1,2, the right-hand
side transforms into a sum of standard products that are obviously divisible neither by
any f1,r nor by f2,s. This will contradict Lemma 3.
We perform the substitution ∗ : (x1, y1) 7→ (x1, y1) + (x2, y2) under which f1,k 7→
f1,k + f2,k for all k and fi,j 7→ fi,j if i 6= 1. After substituting, each
Fα =
∏
j≥2
f
m1,j
1,j ·
∏
l>k≥2
f
mk,l
k,l
,
becomes
F ∗α =
∏
j≥2
(f1,j + f2,j)
m1,j ·
∏
l>k≥2
f
mk,l
k,l .
Multiplying this out allows us then to write each F ∗α as
F ∗α = Fα + Fα|(x1,y1)=(x2,y2) +Hα,
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where Hα contains all the mixed terms. Therefore, under this substitution, the equation
(4) transforms into
f1,2 · q
∗ = p∗ = f1,2 · P
∗ +
k∑
l=1
(Fαl +Hαl) +
k∑
l=1
Fαl |(x1,y1)=(x2,y2).
Notice first that each Hα is divisible as well by some f1,r as by some f2,s. Second, notice
that the condition of being a standard product remains preserved under the substitution
(x1, y1) 7→ (x2, y2). Therefore, each Fαl |(x1,y1)=(x2,y2) is again a standard product. The
only terms, that are possibly not standard products, are the terms Hα1 , . . . ,Hαk . But
after applying Plücker relations we may assume that each Hαl is already a standard
product and divisible by some f1,r and f2,s according to Remark 1. Now, p
∗ verifies the
hypothesis of Lemma 3 for (x1, y1) = 0 and (x2, y2) = (0, 0), but the standard products
Fαl |(x1,y1)=(x2,y2) are not divisible by any f1,r. This is a contradiction.
We are now in a position to prove the First Fundamental Theorem for SL2(K).
Proof of the First Fundamental Theorem for SL2(K). First observe that, if p ∈ K[x,y]
SL2
is an invariant polynomial, then by the linearity of the action it follows that each of its
homogeneous summands must be invariant as well. Therefore, we can assume without
loss of generality that p itself is a homogeneous polynomial of some degree k.
From now on, we will refer to the polynomial p = p(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) ∈ K[x,y] as
p(xi, yi) in order to shorten the notation. Let us now consider the matrix
S =
(
t 0
0 t−1
)
,
where t ∈ K∗ arbitrary. Then, as S is an SL2(K)-matrix, p stays invariant under its
action:
p(xi, yi) = S · p(xi, yi) = p(txi, t
−1yi). (5)
Because |K| =∞ and this equality holds for all t 6= 0, the principle of Weyl applies and
we can consider t as a variable. Now, comparison of terms of equal degree on the left- and
the right-hand sides of (5) shows that each term of p must contain as many variables from
the set {x1, . . . , xn} as from the set {y1, . . . , yn}, if counted with multiplicity. Hence, p is
not only homogeneous of an even degree k = 2m, for some m, but it is also homogeneous
in the variables x1, . . . , xn of degree m and also in the variables y1, . . . , yn of the same
degree.
Let us consider any invertible matrix G ∈ GL2(K) and examine its action on p. We
write the matrix in the following way:
G = G ·
(
det(G)−1 0
0 1
)
·
(
det(G) 0
0 1
)
.
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Obviously, the product
G ·
(
det(G)−1 0
0 1
)
is an element of SL2(K). Hence, as p is invariant under the action of SL2(K), the action
of G on p reduces to the action of
G˜ :=
(
det(G) 0
0 1
)
.
We obtain the equality
p(axi + byi, cxi + dyi) = G · p(xi, yi) = G˜ · p(xi, yi) = p(det(G)xi, yi) =
= det(G)mp(xi, yi) = (ad− bc)
mp(xi, yi), (6)
using that p has degree equal to m in the variables x1, . . . , xn. Here, a, b, c, d ∈ K denote
the entries of the matrix G. This equality holds on the Zariski open set
{(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn, a, b, c, d) ∈ K
2n+4 : ad− bc 6= 0}.
As |K| = ∞, Weyl’s principle applies and we can consider a, b, c, d as variables. After
substituting a = −y1, b = x1, c = −y2, d = x2, the equality (6) becomes
fm1,2 · p(xi, yi) = p (f1,i, f2,i) ∈ K[x,y]. (7)
Now, the claim follows by Lemma 4.
Notice that the equality (7) also shows that the invariant polynomial p belongs to the
intersection K[x,y] ∩ K(f1i, f2i), where K(f1i, f2i) = K(f1,i, f2,i : i = 3, . . . , n). Thus,
one could intuitively think that p does not only lie in the polynomial ring K[fij] but
that it belongs already to the subring K[f1i, f2i] = K[f1,i, f2,i : i = 3, . . . , n]. However,
the inclusion K[x,y] ∩ K(f1i, f2i) ⊆ K[f1i, f2i] is wrong. For example, because of the
Plücker relation, the polynomial f3,4 can be written as
f3,4 =
f1,3f2,4 − f1,4f2,3
f1,2
.
Therefore, f3,4 is obviously an element of K[x,y] ∩K(f1i, f2i) but there is no reason for
it to be contained in K[f1i, f2i]. In fact, we can easily show the following equality first
observed by Igusa in [Igu54, Thm. 3]:
Corollary 5 (Igusa). It holds that K(fij) ∩K[x,y] = K[fij].
Proof. The First Fundamental Theorem ensures that K(fij) ∩ K[x,y] ⊆ K[x,y]
SL2 =
K[fij]. The other inclusion is obvious.
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Remark 6. Note that the statements of the First Fundamental Theorems for GL2(K)
and SL2(K) are wrong for any finite field K. In fact, for any prime power q, the polyno-
mials
pi := x
q
i yi − xiy
q
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
are semi-invariant under the action of GL2(Fq), i.e., we have
G · pi = det(G)pi. (8)
Therefore, it follows that pi ∈ Fq[x,y]
SL2 and pi/pj ∈ Fq(x,y)
GL2 , for i 6= j. However, it
is obvious that pi 6∈ Fq[fij ], showing that Fq(fij) ( Fq(x,y)
GL2 and Fq[fij ] ( Fq[x,y]
SL2 .
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